
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 22 Sept. 2022 

Compiled Thurs. 22 Sept. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

Fri. 23 Sept. 2022 

World War III Declared? 

King Charles Arrested?  

Bye-Bye Biden?  

Get ready! Buy food and water. Withdraw cash from banks, etc.  

…Great Awakening Q + Trump 

 

Sun. 25 Sept. 2022 

JFK Jr. & Princess Diana Live on Telegram  

(12 pm & 3pm EST) 

 

“Where is Love?” 

June 12, 2022- #4839 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

“Where is love? It is found whenever we open our heart to someone else, whenever we put the 

needs of others before our own, whenever we set aside prejudice and listen. Where is love? It’s 

in each of us as we love God and love our neighbor.” 

 

Judy Note: ALERT from The Great Awakening Q + Trump: “You are about to witness the 

Liberation of Humanity – the biggest transfer of wealth and power in human history.” 

 The world is watching Q and the King. The Queen is out, now was time for Checkmate 

and removal of the King. 1st arrest will be the King probably Friday 23 Sept.  

 This will trigger MASS GLOBAL AWAKENING and World War 3, Global Cyber 

Attacks on critical infrastructure, banks, etc. It's "The End Of The World" as we know it. 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/june-12-2022-4839-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 A two hour Documentary on the Q Movement: The Rothschild‟s & Rockefeller‟s 

Federal Reserve Central Banking System, Global Elite Pedophiles, Satan Worshippers, 

Taken to GITMO by US Special Forces: Bombshell! Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp: 

Global Elite Taken to GITMO By US Special Forces! - Must Video | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 As of Tues. 13 Sept. 2022 the Federal Reserve and their Central Banks were 

officially Bankrupt: Watch for Runs on Banks and Bank Closures. 

 On Mon. 19 Sept. Global Elites attending the funeral of Queen Elizabeth were briefed by 

the Alliance on the upcoming collapse of their governments and banking systems, which 

would lead to Debt Relief for The People 

 Bruce: The schedule for Redemption Centers looks like they won‟t be open for a 

couple of days – until the weekend – likely by Charlie Ward‟s announcement of 

NESARA/GESARA on Sat. 24 Sept. 

 New gold/asset-backed Global Monetary System set for the beginning of the new 

fiscal year Sat. 1 Oct. 2022. 

 Jan 1
st
 2023 = (117) GESARA NESARA implementation 

B. Calendar of Upcoming Events: 

 At Any Time: Sky Event (Red Sky fake nuclear attack) (Purple Sky St-Germain Violet 

Flame Tesla Free Energy Activation) Global Planned Cyber Attacks by "Russia".  

 Operation London Bridge: Great Reset Global Market Crash starting in London. 

 Trump Arrest. 

 Pope’s Death. 

 The Thurs. 8 Sept. announcement of Queen Elizabeth II‟s death freed the World from 

British Admiralty Rule and insured the collapse of the World Cabal Deep State Regime. 

 The Alliance has seized Military Power from the Deep State (with control over all 

Satellites, Communication Grids, Banking Servers, Data and Financial Transactions). 

 Thurs. 22 Sept. 2022 Donald Trump's live podcast: https://t.me/+YzNqNrEBwE03NzZk 

 Fri. 23 Sept: 33 Hollywood productions showed RED ALERT Predictive Programming 

for World War 3 Black Swan Scare Event: King Charles arrest.  

 Fri. 23 Sept - King Charles Arrest – Checkmate.  

 Fri. 23 Sept. Bye-Bye Biden! It started! Declaration of World War 3 coming up Friday 

23rd probably. Get ready! Buy food and water. Withdraw cash from banks, etc. …Great 

Awakening Q + Trump 

 Sat. 24 Sept. Drama all over the place: Intel from various sources indicated that a 

massive Extinction Event, a Global Financial Crisis and/or other False Flags may occur 

on Sat. 24 Sept, which was also Satanic Cabal Numerology 666 Day.  
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 Santa Surfing: “Looks like the dirty FBI aka Deep State was planning a False Flag on 24 

Sept, the same day as Trump's next rally!”  

 False Flag Attack planned 24 Sept. 7-12 noon at zip code 66066 (satanic symbolism)? 

Advertising for Crisis Actors in Oskaloosa, Kansas 66066. Could they be targeting 

Oskaloosa High School or a grade school for a school shooting? 

https://santasurfing.locals.com/post/2760857/title World Trembles After Germany Issues 

“24 September 2022” Ominous Prediction 

 Mount: “The Deep State was trying to pull off a massive "12 firecracker (nuclear) strike" 

on Sept 24 (and blame it on Russia). Those 12 firecrackers are already planted in places 

like Paris, London, Cambridge, Berlin and Warsaw. You will be obliterated.” 

 Sept. 24th is 666 day. 2+4=6. Something major is coming now! …Great Awakening 

World Q + Trump 

 An expected Sat. 24 Sept. NESARA Announcement would mean that Federal and State 

Income Tax was no more, with a 15% Consumption Tax on new items only and no tax on 

Food, Medicine, Wages, or anything else. 

 Sun. 25 Sept. at 11 am Central Time (12 pm EST) JFK Jr. Explains Everything. 

Join: https://t.me/+fI_wAWlgSvxjNjNk 

 Sun. 25 Sept. 3:00 pm EST Princess Diana Live on her Telegram Channel. “I knew 

it. I knew everything right from the start. I knew how they organized everything, I knew 

the person that was supposed to drive the car. I knew when they would pronounce my 

death. The only thing is that they didn't know I knew, so I managed to get out of that 

situation alive. There is only one person that helped me with everything and I'm forever 

grateful to him (Trump). That's why I decided to fight for his cause and help him. Soon I 

will show you the real faces of Charles, Camila and many others. They are not who they 

say they are. …I was different than them, that‟s why I couldn‟t fit. They wanted to get rid 

of something that could destroy them. They saw me as their enemy, but I was people‟s 

best friend.‟‟ Celebration Day will be recorded in history and will be an official holiday. 

 Fri. 30 Sept. Vatican’s payment deadline for the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and other 

families that owned US Inc, United Nations, World Bank, and IMF. The US Inc, British 

Crown and Vatican laundering of slush funds to the Cabal corporations of State Street, 

Vanguard and Blackrock would now stop. 

 Sat. 1 Oct: Global Currency Reset, beginning of new fiscal year, the world pulls credit 

from US Inc. 

 Sat. 8 Oct. Drama (Congress)  - an October mega Black Swan Event triggered by 

the Cabal, was set to occur. This could be a bloody revolution, anarchy, or a peaceful 

transition. (The Cabal has planned riots in 17 major cities).  

 In October the Chinese Communist Party will convene to make amendments to their 

constitution that will lead to “new strategies of governance” – likely a democratic state. 

 Tues. 8 Nov. 2022 Elections: “I have on extremely good authority from three different 

sources that the USA election in November 2022 will not happen. This has already 
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gone through the Supreme Court – SCOTUS – and they used a Shadow Document to 

overturn the 2020 Election.”…Charlie Ward 

 9 Nov. 2022: World War 3 Announced + Fake Nuclear Attacks + Martial Law Stay at 

home order (9/11/22) 

 Nov 18
th

 Major Satanic Event: 322 Skull and Bones day of the year and Illuminati 

founder died. 

C. Update: Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9-

XhokiqW4 

 On 24 Sept. 2020 "Barbie & Ken" were hit by 75-man SWAT team for protecting 

their rights. The federal government said, „You haven‟t paid your taxes, so we‟re taking 

your home.‟ There was no warrant, nor due process, meaning they weren‟t charged with a 

crime. They were not put on trial. There was no evidence presented. They just said, „You 

owe us $1,053,028.63.‟  

 Enoch: “If the Feds had evidence that the Cromars owed the money they claimed they 

did, they would have shown it.” Ben: “Just put them on trial. It would have been easy and 

it would have been done with."  

 Patriots Ken and Barbie’s fully paid for home was confiscated by IRS SWAT Teams, 

with all their possessions thrown in the trash including expensive equipment Ken used to 

make a living. 

 For five years the homeless Cromars have suffered lack of due process of Law, 

including jail time on charges already proven to be false in a Federal Tax Court on a case 

heard by a judge who has refused to produce her Utah license to practice.  

 The Cromars are the victims of government gone wild and a weaponized IRS 

unleashed against two of We the People who were fighting against and exposing 

corruption in their local Cedar Hills community.  

 If this can happen to "Barbie & Ken”, Trump, Roger Stone, Steve Bannon, and 

Pillow Man Mike Lindell, -- it can happen to you! And with Biden‟s recently announced 

87,000 new lRS armed SS Storm trooper army, - it may happen to you sooner than later. 

 Ken invites you to celebrate the 235
th

 Anniversary of the signing of the Constitution 

and help them finance appeals of their case to the Utah Supreme Court. A $25 

donation (free shipping) will award you his Blu-ray or DVD movies “Miracles” and “A 

More Perfect Union.” These movies were done to honor our Founding Fathers' gift of 

Liberty to us by bravely signing that FREEDOM document of the Constitution - which 

was purchased with blood of patriots & especially with Jesus Christ‟s sacrifice.” …Ken 

Cromar.  

 Order here: http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/orders-flooded-in-special-constitution-

235th-anniversary-offer-extended-to-september-30-2022/ 
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 Look this up yourself at: 26 CFR § 601.602: Tax forms and instructions. “The tax 

system is based on voluntary compliance.” 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/26/601.602 

 Check out a new Tab with a compilation of Barbie & Ken‟s Greatest Videos: 

http://www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/barbie-kens-greatest-videos/  

D. The Real News for Wed. 21 Sept. 2022: 

 With the Stock Market Implosion and Millions of Illegal Migrants Flooding the 

Border, Homeless Encampments Were Set to Explode Across the US. 

 After 550 Arizona Foster Children Go Missing, Arizona State Senator Accuses Dept. 

of Child Safety of Facilitating Global Sex Trafficking Ring. 

 USDA Air Dropping Vaccines from Helicopters Across 13 States: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/09/situation-update-sep-20-2022-

usda-air-dropping-vaccines-from-helicopters-across-13-states-mike-adams-must-video-

3641510.html 

 Biden signs Executive Order designed to unleash Tran-Humanist Hell on America 

and the World. Human beings will be data mined for their most personal possession, 

their DNA and genomic properties, and the government will offer no protection. It will 

actually be encouraged and seen as a green light for biomedical practitioners worldwide. 

It is the goal of the technocratic proprietors of Agenda 2030 to catalogue, map out, and 

monitor every living thing on earth. Here is one of the most disturbing excerpts from 

Biden's executive order: "We need to develop genetic engineering technologies and 

techniques to be able to write circuitry for cells and predictably program biology in the 

same way in which we write software and program computers...including through 

computing tools and artificial intelligence..." 

http://fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/biden-signs-executive-order-designed-to-unleash-

transhumanist-hell-on-america-and-the-world/306691 

 Biden Executive Order 14067 on Digital Currency Ensures Control Over Your 

Bank Account, and Life: https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/executive-order-

14067-ensuring-responsible-development-digital-assets 

 Daughter of Princess Diana and Charles, Denice - 25 years & she is coming to light! 

After the death of Queen Elizabeth II, Denice is going back to the world. The only 

daughter of Princess Diana and Charles won‟t be hidden anymore! She was named by 

Elizabeth II, but this child was a threat to this world and she kept her for all these years. 

She is just like her mother, and she has so much to say! In 6 hours she will be live on her 

telegram channel! Join now if you want to watch the live video: 

https://t.me/+8hN8ZeOAOLBiNTY8 

 JFK Jr.: People of all faiths and backgrounds are drawn to silence. I'm talking when 

I'm in silence. Follow me on Telegram: John F. Kennedy Official Channel 

https://t.me/+E2-nU6HpoOcxZjc0 
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 Border Crisis: Fox News Stephen Miller - over 300,000 unaccompanied minors- This is 

the largest human and child trafficking operation in world history. 

 Donald Trump Live: New "juicy" details revealed about Donald Trump's live podcast in 

48h! He will speak about the deceased Queen Elizabeth's relationship with Princess 

Diana! He is going to reveal many things about the connection, the future, and the past of 

the royal family and the American people. Request to join this channel to watch the live 

podcast FOR FREE. Channel will be locked in the following 48h before the stream, don't 

miss this opportunity. Join Donald Trump Live https://t.me/+YzNqNrEBwE03NzZk 

 Snowden HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT: As we are getting near the election, you are 

going to see fake polls, articles, media reports, data and charts brought up by the 

Democratic Communist propaganda. We have found several hidden channels which you 

could follow – you will need them in the future: Who is really behind Q? Are you ready 

to know? Prepare your backups – The Storm is Upon Us! The Leader of the QAnon 

Conspiracy (https://t.me/+mFjsFNGyCRNlNmI8) Edward Snowden shares extremely 

sensitive and classified information about our government, Biden, and his shady 

associates. 24 hours to JOIN. https://t.me/+mQ98ugVjB344NDI0 The first prophecy of 

Qstradamus will be revealed in 24 hours. Don't miss it: 

https://t.me/+2rcSpl3Q_nFlYmM0 

 Google cancels half the projects at its internal R&D group Area 120. Google is going 

down! https://techcrunch.com/2022/09/14/google-cancels-half-the-projects-at-its-

internal-rd-group-area-120/ 

E. Wed. 21 Sept. Mount Report 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LGm5BvTXj0 

 MOUNT:  A large 'firecracker' went off in Donbass on February 5, 2022... and it 

BURNED 700,000 people. The news reported it as a 'pipeline explosion'. (14.55 minutes) 

 WARNING:  If these Ukrainian states join Russia on September 21, 2022... and if any of 

the 'U.S. 10,000 advisors' in the Ukraine fire ONE SHOT into any of these regions... it is 

an Act of War against Russia. 

 That also means the USA cannot cancel their DEBT. 

 The Deep State was trying to pull off a massive "12 firecracker strike" on Sept 24. 

WARNING:  Those '12 firecrackers" are ALREADY PLANTED and settling 

down... Paris... London... Cambridge...Berlin...Warsaw...  You will be obliterated. 

Once those nations are firing into Russia, then Russia will give one warning:  Stop firing 

in Russia. (16.41 minutes) 

 JANE:  Putin ALREADY GAVE HIS WARNING... he said if they do one thing to the 

Russian Motherland... that is it. MOUNT:  They have 43 nuclear submarines. 

F. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

 CNN’s Brian Stelter Convicted of Child Molestation, Sentenced to Hang: Brian 

Stelter Convicted | Real Raw News 
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 Arizona State Senator Accuses Dept. of Child Safety of Facilitating Global Sex 

Trafficking Ring After 550 Children Go Missing. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/09/arizona-state-senator-accuses-dept-child-

safety-facilitating-global-sex-trafficking-ring-550-children-go-missing/ 

G. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax/ Medicine Hoax: 

 DIABOLICAL: Globalists Scramble to Hide Explosive Surge In Deaths of Children 

After Jab Mandates – Tune in NOW! 

 Situation Update, Sep 20, 2022 - USDA air dropping vaccines from helicopters across 13 

states  

 W.H.O. warns anyone who receives a Monkey Pox Vaccine is considered to be part of 

a clinical trial for data collection so they can learn more about the effectiveness. WHO 

also reaffirms “Men who have sex with Men” are the most at-risk by the virus. 

H. Global Weather Manipulation: 

 Puerto Rico: Hurricane Fiona has caused Power to be down for the entire country. 

https://www.cbsnews.com/philadelphia/news/fiona-hurricane-puerto-rico-tropical-storm-

power-outage/ 

I. Global Protests and Demonstrations: 

 Brussels: The home of the EU, Brussels, swamped by thousands today in protest over the 

cost of energy, food and petrol, the prices keep going up but wages remain the same! 

https://t.me/samanthaaldersonnews/65589 

J. Russia, Alliance vs. Nazi Ukraine Cabal: 

 China Entered War in Ukraine in Support of Russia as Ukraine Nazi Regime 

Bombs Civilians 

 Ukraine Nazi War Crimes Against Humanity. Bombing of civilians day by day. 

18.09.22 Four killed, eight injured in shelling of downtown Donetsk - DPR defence HQ 

https://rumble.com/v1kvvy3-nazi-war-crimes-ahainst-humanity.html 

 Ukraine DeNazification in full swing: https://rumble.com/v1iwp5j-de-nazification-in-

full-swing.html 

 Flights Cancelled in All Moscow Airports: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/all-airflights-cancelled-in-

all-moscow-airports-reason-cited-weather-conditions 

 Russia Begins Mobilization for War, Affirms Nuclear Option: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russia-begins-partial-

mobilization-for-war-putin-affirms-will-use-nuclear-weapons-if-existence-of-russia-is-

threatened 
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K. Russia Threatens U.S. Inc. and Lays Down 'Red Line' for Cabal: 

 https://www.newsweek.com/russia-threatens-us-lays-down-red-line-1743304 

 https://www.newsweek.com/russia-nuclear-attack-united-kingdom-uk-germany-ukraine-

war-conflict-nato-andrey-gurulyov-1744045 

 https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1662452/russia-news-queen-elizabeth-ii-vladimir-

putin-zircon-missile-strike-crown-update/amp 

 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/vladimir-putin-preparing-doomsday-drone-

27883997 

 https://www.euronews.com/next/2022/05/04/what-is-russia-s-poseidon-nuclear-drone-

and-could-it-wipe-out-the-uk-in-a-radioactive-tsun 

 Q834 - Russia ICBM Tech, BRIDGE, BRIDGE -2 https://www.newsweek.com/putins-

uk-missile-strike-would-end-british-crown-russian-general-1738120?amp=1 

L. LET'S TAKE A MOMENT TO REVIEW THE CLINTON'S POLITICAL RESUME! 

- 12 rape accusations,  

- 121 mysterious deaths,  

- 1 dead American ambassador,  

- 3 Navy Seals Dead,  

- 10 investigations,  

- 1 impeachment,   

- 2 disbarments,  

- 30,000+ emails deleted to hinder a federal investigation and helped arm and create ISIS by 

political decisions made as Secretary of State. 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 Wed. 21 Sept. Situation Update: PUTIN NUCLEAR THREAT TO WEST, RUSSIAN 

MOD UPDATE, VIDEO RELEASED OF SCUD MISSLE HITTING PENTAGON ON 

911, BORDER NIGHTMARE, TRUMP CHARGED, TRUMP COMMS, RUNS ON 

BANKS, HOMELESS ENCAMPMENTS, STRUCTURE IN FRONT OF WHITE 

HOUSE AND MORE. https://rumble.com/v1l0iij-situation-update-92122.html 

 Tues. 20 Sept. Situation Update: Situation Update - Trump Rally Flag Comm: Final 

Warning! No Deals! No Surrender! Ops To Intensify Worldwide! Elites Informed Of 

Their Govts/Banking Systems Collapse! King Charles Ordered To Appear At Tribunal! 
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Chinese Troops Enter Ukraine! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 20 Sept. X22 Report: X22 Report: Pre-Public Awareness Operational! Like 

Clockwork! Attacks Will Intensify! - Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 21 Sept. What's Next is Bigger Than You Can Imagine! [Game Over] Thank Q For 

Playing! MUST WATCH!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 20 Sept. New Stew Peters: Vatican Signals Worldwide Collapse, Vaxx Destroys 

Human Reproduction | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 20 Sept https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/09/situation-update-

sep-20-2022-usda-air-dropping-vaccines-from-helicopters-across-13-states-mike-adams-

must-video-3641510.html 

N. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc‟s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth‟s, Illuminati Banking families‟ and Vatican‟s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It‟s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

O. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‟s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There‟s certainly no help from US or other nation‟s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  
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To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

P. USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

Q. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

R. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 
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I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 21, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 20, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 19, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 16, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 15, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 14, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/09/13/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-september-

13-2022/ 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 12, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 9, 2022 
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